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FINISH CARPENTRY

Installing Arched Casing 
How to make three different arched trim details  

look like they grew there
BY GARY STRIEGLER

I love the challenge of trimming arched openings. It’s a great way 
to showcase my finish work, and once prospective clients see 
that I can trim out an arched opening, no one asks if I know 
how to hang a door. I’ve seen many house plans online or in 
magazines that feature circle-top windows, doors with ellipti-

cal transoms, or interior archways. To save money, these elements 
are often finished with drywall returns, but adding arched trim 
accentuates and complements the look of any opening with an 
arched top in a house.

I make much of my own trim—both straight and curved—on a 
Woodmaster planer/molder, but whether you mill your trim or buy 
it, creating a smooth transition between an arched top and straight 

side-jamb pieces is critical. A poorly executed installation can ruin 
the look of what should be the trim highlight in a home. 

TIPS FOR WORKING WITH ARCHED TRIM
With any arched molding project, there are a few general rules to 
keep in mind. 

The first thing is not to hurry. Arched molding is expensive, so 
it pays to take your time locating, marking, and making your cuts. 

Using sharp, high-quality blades is especially important when 
working with arched trim. Crisp cuts are a huge help for making 
seamless transitions between the arch and the straight jambs.

If milling your own molding, make the straight side pieces at the 
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INSTALLING ARCHED CASING

same time you make the arched molding. That way, the profile and 
thickness will most closely match. 

As you fit each joint, always make your final cuts on the straight 
trim. If you do make a mistake, it’s much easier and less expensive 
to replace a straight piece of trim than an arched piece. 

Finally, don’t panic. If things don’t line up perfectly (they seldom 
do), a little hand work with sandpaper and a sharp chisel or plane 
can get things back in line. 

THREE TYPES OF ARCHES
There are three basic kinds of arched casing: circle tops (1), el-
liptical tops (2), and eyebrow or segmented tops (3). On a recent 
project, I made and installed trim for all three types of openings, 
each with its own characteristics and layout. Here is a quick look 
at the three types of arches.

Circle tops. These arches are actually half of a complete circle and 
are most commonly seen on circle-top windows. Of the three types 
of arches, circle tops add the most height to an opening. Above a 
4-foot-wide opening, for instance, a circle top requires another 2 feet 
of height; so to accommodate one—unless the ceilings are really 
tall—openings must be less than 3 feet wide. 

The joint between the circle-top arched trim and the straight 
side pieces is a square cut, parallel to the floor. The arched trim piece 
must be a perfect half circle—any more than half and the trim will 
toe in at the joint; any less and the joint will angle out slightly, or 
the profiles won’t quite line up with the square cut on the legs.

Elliptical tops. Ellipses are probably my favorite arches to work 
with, but they can also be the most challenging. As with a circle top, 
the joint between the arched top and the straight sides is a square 
cut. But with other arches, you can rotate the trim a little to the left 
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CUTTING AND FITTING CIRCLE-TOP ARCHES
Circle-top arches can be laid out on a work table or on the floor by 
either tracing the molding or marking the radius with a trammel, 
but I find it easier just to set the arched piece directly on the jamb 
(a couple of small finish nails temporarily tacked at the reveal line 
can help hold the piece in the proper position). After clamping the 
arched trim in position, I mark the points on the left and right in-
side edge where the arch will transition to the straight side jambs. 
Those points usually correspond with the joints in the jambs. 

I line up a straightedge with the marks and draw a straight line 
across both sides for the cut (4). I make the cuts on a miter saw with 
the other end of the half circle supported in back of me (5). After 
cutting both sides, I clamp the half circle in position and fit the 
straight pieces (6). If I’ve done everything correctly, the tops of the 
side jambs should be square cuts.

or right to find just the right place to cut the joint. With an ellipse, 
there is only one place to make the joint. Any small shift in position 
and the arch won’t line up with the jamb. Most elliptical arches can 
be used with 8-foot ceilings. 

Eyebrow or segmented tops: These arches are portions, or seg-
ments, of a circle, and are probably the easiest to work with. As a 
general rule, the width of an opening with an eyebrow arch is the 
radius that the trim is made from. For a 4-foot-wide opening, for 
instance, the radius of the arch would also be 48 inches. Unlike with 
the other two types of arches, the joints between the eyebrow top 
and the straight legs are mitered cuts; most of the miter angles fall 
between 25 and 35 degrees. As the radius of the trim increases, the 
degree of the miter cut decreases. Eyebrow openings can be used 
with almost any ceiling height, because they don’t add as much 
height as the other types of arches.
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CUTTING AND FITTING ELLIPTICAL ARCHES
For ellipses, I also have to find the inside points where the curved 
trim meets the straight leg—just like I did for the circle-top trim—
but it’s a little trickier. (For more on laying out ellipses, see “Build-
ing an Arched Passageway,” Dec/07). I start by holding the ellip-
tical piece on the jamb and rotating it to the left and right until 
the reveal comes closest to being even along the jamb. Elliptical 
arches never seem to line up perfectly with the jambs, but I can 
adjust the fit when I install the trim. When I find the best posi-
tion, I clamp the arch to the jamb. 

Next, I mark the point on each side where the trim starts to turn 
in from the jamb edge (7). Both of these marks should be pretty 
close to the same distance from the floor, so I double-check the mea-
surements—hopefully, they are within ¼ inch—before I mark the 
cut lines. When I’m happy with the marks, I line them up along a 

straightedge and mark the lines for the cuts, similar to what I did 
with the circle top (8). After cutting the sides of the ellipse, I make 
the square cuts on the tops of the side jambs where they meet the 
arch. I like to do a test fit on a flat work bench. If I need to tweak the 
edges with a little sanding for a better fit, it’s much easier to do be-
fore the piece is installed (9).

CUTTING AND FITTING EYEBROW ARCHES
For the first two types of arches, the joints were square cuts (par-
allel to the floor). For eyebrow or segmented arches, these transi-
tion joints are miters, the angle of which changes depending on 
the radius of the trim. 

If the finished floor hasn’t been installed yet, I have more wiggle 
room for adjusting the cut, and I fit the pieces directly to the jamb. 
Holding the trim in position, I trace along both vertical edges of both 
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the right and left jambs. Then, starting on the right side, I hold the 
arch trim against the jamb at the proper reveal and trace a line along 
the inside and outside edges where the arch intersects the sides (10). 

With the arched trim clamped in place, I mark the miter line 
between the inside and outside intersection points (11) and then 
make the cut on a miter saw. Next, I set the side jamb piece in place, 
marking and cutting the miter angle on that piece as well (12).

If my layout is perfect, the joint is tight and the profiles line up. 
But that rarely happens on the first try, so I adjust the cuts to get a 
perfect fit. When I’m happy with the right side, I trace the top and 
bottom edges of the arched trim on the left side. Then I set the right 
jamb piece aside and rotate the arch about 1/8 inch to the right before 
cutting and fitting the left side. Moving the piece a little gives me 
extra room to adjust the miter as I fit the left side of the trim. 

If the finished floor has been installed, I do a full-scale layout on 

a table or on the floor so the jamb trim can run long while I tweak 
the miters to fit. To create the layout, I draw the correct radius with 
a trammel (remembering to add ¼ inch for the reveal), or if I’ve made 
the molding section, I just trace it on the table (13). I also trace the 
jamb legs, set at the width of the opening plus the reveals for both 
sides (14). With the arched trim set back in place on the layout, I 
transfer the intersection marks onto the arch (15). As before, I draw 
a straight line between the two marks and make the miter cut (16). 
Then I do the same for the jamb legs and make those cuts (17). 
When I’m satisfied with the joints, I cut the jambs to length for the 
finished floor.

ASSEMBLING THE PIECES
For securing the joints, the most basic method is gluing and nail-
ing with headless pins. This is my last choice because the joint is 
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INSTALLING ARCHED CASING

not reinforced, and it doesn’t work well with large profiles. 
A second method is to remove a small section of drywall from 

directly behind the joint, then glue and pin a ½-inch-thick ply-
wood gusset to the back of the arched piece at each of the ends (18). 
I install the arch first, with the gussets sitting in the spaces I 
created in the drywall (19). Then I glue and pin the jamb legs, 
letting the gusset reinforce the joint (20). This method works 
best when I’m fitting the trim on the wall piece by piece, but 
with adequate glue and enough drying time, it’s possible to pre-
assemble the trim this way. 

I sometimes use biscuits or dominoes to reinforce the joints if 
the trim profile is thick enough to accept the tenons (21). Biscuits 
and dominoes are a great way to make preassembled trim; give the 
glue plenty of time to set up before installing the trim. You can also 
assemble the pieces on the jambs with biscuits or dominoes if 
you’re sure to install the jamb legs first. 

My favorite joining method is using dovetail keys to hold the 
joints together. This method works great for preassembling or for 
fitting in the pieces in place, and it eliminates the need to wait for  
glue to dry. The only down side is that it takes a specialized machine 
called the “Hoffman Dovetail Joining machine” that makes match-
ing dovetail cuts in the backs of each piece of trim (22). A plastic 
fastener called a “key” fits into those cuts and pulls the joint togeth-
er instantly (23). I mate the cuts in the arch and the jamb by index-
ing them from the outside edge of the trim. The keys come in many 
different lengths, so by adjusting the depth of cut, I can fit three 
keys into just about any profile to create a super-strong joint.

FINISHING UP
Almost every arched trim project requires a little extra effort to 
achieve the finished quality that I am looking for. First, I usually 
need to move the jamb slightly for a perfectly even reveal. Some-
times that operation is as simple as using a clamp between the 
arched trim and the jamb (24) and then shooting a few extra 
nails through the arch to lock the jamb in place. Other times I 
need to sand a little off the inside edge of the trim to widen the 
reveal, and on occasion I’ve even sanded a little off the jamb to 
decrease the amount of reveal. 

On most arched trim projects, there are places where the profiles 
don’t align perfectly. In these cases, I blend the two sides together 
using sandpaper (25). In extreme cases, I’ve used a sharp ¼-inch 
chisel or my miniature rabbet plane to shave part of the profile of 
the straight trim (26). It’s not unlike blending a splice joint in 
crown molding or baseboard. Again, the most important advice I 
can give is not to panic if the joint isn’t perfect on the first try—re-
member you can make adjustments and there’s no need to rush. 
Working with curved trim can be really challenging, but the fin-
ished project is something to be really proud of. 

   
Gary Striegler owns Craftsman Builders, in Fayetteville, Ark., and teach-
es workshops at the Marc Adams School of Woodworking. His website is 
craftsmanbuildersnwa.com. 


